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A MESSAGE FROM THE PARS TEAM
2020 PARS MEETING CANCELED
Due to the ongoing threat of the 2019 Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2
Pandemic (SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19), the 2020 PARS Annual Meeting scheduled for April 25th
in Bellefonte has been canceled. As with many others around the world we are watching the
situation closely with both concern and hope that these uncertain times pass quickly. We
plan to reschedule the meeting for the fall of 2020 but this will, of course, depend on what
transpires in the coming months. On behalf of our board, staff, and partners, we want to take
the opportunity to tell all of you how greatly we appreciate your efforts and ongoing support.
We look forward to seeing old friends and new at the annual meetings and it was with heavy
hearts that we made this decision. But it was an obvious choice and likely not surprising
to most. The last thing we want is to jeopardize the health of PARSers. We hope April 25th
can be a day of individual field observations and block-busting around the state in lieu of
meeting attendance. If you venture into the field, make sure it is consistent with suggested
recommendations regarding shelter-in-place orders and social distancing. Do not risk your
health and safety or that of loved ones. Please follow the guidance of the Pennsylvania
Department of Health and Centers for Disease Control and Prevention at the following links:
https://www.health.pa.gov/topics/disease/coronavirus/Pages/Coronavirus.aspx
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/travel-in-the-us.html
Don’t forget to submit your amphibian and reptile observations to paherpsurvey.org. And
remember, even common species like the Eastern Red-backed Salamander and Eastern
Gartersnake are important for the PARS project. We look forward to seeing your collective
observations from around Pennsylvania. If you can’t venture far afield, perhaps enjoy the
daily record submissions vicariously.
As with all trials in life, find comfort in the Persian aphorism, this too shall pass. We look forward to
the day when PARSers around Pennsylvania can once again join together en masse to share the
passion and joy of field herpetology. Until that day, stay healthy and be safe. And happy herping!
Sincerely ,
Brandon Ruhe and Jason Poston
Pennsylvania Amphibian and Reptile Survey (PARS) Statewide Coordinators
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Project Updates
Maintenance Update! Welcome to PARS 3.0

Earlier in the year we worked feverishly to bring you an updated PARS site for 2020. We updated our server-side
and client-side frameworks to bring everything up-to-date along with optimizing and updating much of the user
interface code. We hope this brings our volunteers a better experience.
Some new user features include:
Region Area Searching for Quad and Block Maps.
New Block and Quad Maps that include some small portions of PA along the NY border, and removed some blocks
that were wholly outside of the PA border.
Better mobile responsiveness and navigation.
If you still see the maintenance page, be sure to clear your browser history/cache then log back into the PARS site.
If you have any questions or find any errors or bugs on the site, please send us an email at info@machac.org so
we can handle them accordingly.

Getting Data from Social Media Posts

Many of us that use Facebook or Instagram have seen postings of amphibians and reptiles found in the wild.
And you may have even noticed posted pictures that came from Pennsylvania. Many of these posts are from
casual observers, often with a request for an identification. PARS staff and volunteers try to nicely reply to these
posts with an identification and a request for the poster to send their observations to the PARS info e-mail (info@
machac.org) or consider signing up as a volunteer and submitting their data via the online portal. Oftentimes, the
poster agrees and we see the subsequent photo and information in the e-mail inbox. This is great way for us to
passively collect observations. But there are many people on these social media platforms and we are probably
only noticing a fraction of the posts from Pennsylvania. So, kind reader, we need your help! If you see a post from
Pennsylvania on a social media platform, please reach out and encourage the poster to submit their information
to PARS. An example of what to write follows:
Hi (insert name), great find! Please consider submitting your observation(s) to the Pennsylvania Amphibian and
Reptile Survey (PARS), the official state atlas project in Pennsylvania. And also consider joining as a volunteer! The
location of your observation is not publicly viewable and will not be shared with the general public. Thanks! https://
paherpsurvey.org/news/email-a-sighting/
Sometimes posters don’t respond and won’t share their observation. While frustrating, they aren’t obliged to, and
it is best to focus energy on the next record. Sometimes a follow-up request is helpful, if posters don’t respond
after a week or two. And sometimes posters will message you the information to enter and don’t want to take the
time to enter the information themselves. We have received quite a few wonderful records this way. Remember,
every observation counts for the atlas, so an Eastern Red-backed Salamander or Eastern Gartersnake not recorded
yet from a block can be just as important as a rare species. Thanks in advance for all you do, and please let us
know if you have any questions.

Upcoming Events

Due to the ongoing coronavirus pandemic, all events are canceled or postponed. Postponed events may end up
being canceled, depending on what transpires in the coming weeks and months.
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Pennsylvania Seasonal Pond Species and Egg Identification
The late winter and early spring amphibian breeding season is well-underway in the Commonwealth.
While the northern tier and higher elevation areas received more snow and had a more reliable winter,
very little snow and moderate temperatures prevailed in the southcentral and southeastern counties.
Vernal pool (a.k.a. seasonal forest pools, fishless ponds) amphibians have been trickling into pools since
January, and as of March, even Spotted Salamander and Wood Frog migrations are at peak levels in the
northern tier of Pennsylvania. With punctuated cold spells freezing pool surfaces in between migration
bouts, PARSers may be most likely to encounter eggs rather than adults this breeding season if you
aren’t out on a migration night. The below images show Pennsylvania’s vernal pool spring-breeding
amphibians and their egg masses. In order to photograph eggs, make sure to get images that show
the eggs and the surrounding envelopes clearly, as this is often the best way to separate out species.
Images should also be taken, when possible, that show the general size of the egg masses. A ruler,
finger, or coin, can be helpful scale references. Be careful when photographing the masses as they are
a bit fragile and contain the future inhabitants of the pool, and only disturb them as long as you need
to take a clear image. Keep in mind that freshly laid eggs have distinct upper and lower portions, called
the animal pole (upper) and vegetal pole (lower). The animal pole is dark and the vegetal pole typically
a light yellow or white. Some species have differently colored animal poles, so make sure to get that
area in an image as well.
Jefferson Salamander (Ambystoma jeffersonianum)
The sausage-shaped egg masses are smaller than the typical Spotted Salamander egg mass and contain
fewer eggs (usually 5-50 per mass, but occasionally up to 100). A small, narrow, envelope surrounds
the small eggs, whereas in Spotted Salamanders this envelope is much larger as are the eggs. The
egg mass “jelly” is less rigid than in Spotted Salamanders. Silt often clings to Jefferson Salamander egg
masses within a couple of weeks of deposition, so later season egg masses may look like brown puffs
on sticks and leaves.

Figure 1: Adult Jefferson Salamander, Berks County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

…...tips for improving field-herping skills
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Figure 2: Jefferson Salamander
egg mass, Lehigh County. Brandon
M. Ruhe.

Figure 3: Jefferson Salamander egg masses, Berks County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Blue-spotted Salamander (Ambystoma laterale)
In Pennsylvania, Blue-spotted Salamanders typically lay eggs singly or in small clumps of under 10
eggs in March and April. Egg masses of this species are unlikely to be encountered in Pennsylvania,
as breeding habitats are typically turbid swamps and ponds that flood substantially in the spring. All
populations in the state contain hybrid animals, and eggs may demonstrate substantial amounts of
failure as is characteristic of hybrid Ambystomatid salamanders.

Figure 4: Adult Blue-spotted Salamander, Pennsylvania. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 5: Blue-spotted Salamander
eggs, Pennsylvania. Note egg
failure. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Spotted Salamander (Ambystoma maculatum)
Spotted Salamander egg masses are the largest spring-breeding salamander egg masses in
Pennsylvania. Egg masses can be clear or milky white, the latter giving the appearance of a tissue in the
water. No other species lays white egg masses, so photographing this egg mass without egg envelope
detail will result in a definitive identification, unlike clear egg masses. Spotted Salamander egg masses
are, on average, much larger than Jefferson Salamander egg masses, and often contain more eggs
(50-200, though smaller masses are also occasionally encountered). The egg envelope is much larger
than in the Jefferson Salamander, and the outer egg mass “jelly” is much thicker and more rigid. The
masses are globular and typically around the size of a baseball or large potato. These rigid masses will
often keep form long after the eggs have hatched and can be found in ponds for several months after
hatching. Hatched masses will often have empty egg envelopes that are tinged in green due to the
presence of a symbiotic algae.

Figure 6: Spotted Salamander, Warren County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 8: Spotted Salamander egg masses,
Berks County. Note the milky and clear egg
masses. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 7: Spotted Salamander egg mass, Berks County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Wood Frog (Lithobates sylvaticus)
Wood Frog egg masses are often confused with Spotted Salamander egg masses. Wood Frog egg
masses are clear and each egg is distinct within the mass. Whereas, spring breeding Ambystomatid
salamanders lay masses that are encased in thick outer coats of jelly-like material that give the
appearance of the eggs being embedded within a smooth outer ball, Wood Frog eggs are like tightly
bound clusters of grapes, which each exterior egg protruding from the egg mass. Wood Frog egg
masses range from the size of an orange to the size of a softball and are deposited near the pool’s
surface on sticks or vegetation, and in shallow pools, on the substrate. Each mass can have as many
as several thousand eggs. The congeneric Atlantic Coast Leopard Frog, Northern Leopard Frog, and
Pickerel Frog all lay similar egg masses, but the individual jelly mass around each egg is much smaller
and the egg masses more tightly packed. Pickerel Frog masses are also different from other species
in our area in that the animal pole is light brown, cinnamon-colored, or even yellow, compared to
the dark brown or black eggs of other mass-laying frogs. Wood Frogs will often lay eggs communally,
with huge rafts of dozens or hundreds of egg masses. A single raft in Berks County contained 144 egg
masses! Studies have found that eggs in the center of the raft may be as much as 5ºC warmer than
the surrounding water temperature, an important advantage for a species that breeds at the edge of
winter.

Figure 9: Adult Wood Frog, Berks County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 10: Wood Frog egg mass, Crawford
County. Ken Anderson.
Figure 11: Wood Frog egg mass raft,
Berks County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Atlantic Coast Leopard Frog (Lithobates kauffeldi) and Northern Leopard Frog (Lithobates pipiens)
As mentioned, above, the egg masses of these species are easily confused with the Wood Frog and
Pickerel Frog. Wood Frog egg masses contain much larger individual eggs and are less tightly packed
together. Pickerel Frog eggs have animal poles that are light brown, cinnamon-colored, or even yellow.
Like Wood Frogs, these species lay egg masses containing up to several thousand individual eggs.
Atlantic Coast Leopard Frog and Northern Leopard Frog egg masses are quite similar, and the best
way to determine the egg mass species is to try to photograph an adult frog. However, in Pennsylvania
the species have complementary (non-overlapping) ranges, with Atlantic Coast Leopard Frog sites
all within 30 miles of Philadelphia. Northern Leopard Frogs can be found outside of this area and
scattered throughout the rest of the state. Atlantic Coast Leopard Frogs and Northern Leopard Frogs
typically breed in March and April in Pennsylvania. Pennsylvania Northern Leopard Frog populations
in northern latitudes and higher elevations may breed into May.

Figure 12: Adult Atlantic Coast Leopard Frog, Bucks County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 14: Adult Northern Leopard Frog, Northumberland County. Brandon M.
Ruhe.

Figure 13: Atlantic Coast Leopard
Frog eggs, Bucks County. Brandon
M. Ruhe.

Figure 15: Northern Leopard Frog
eggs, Northumberland County.
Brandon M. Ruhe.

Pickerel Frog (Lithobates palustris)
As previously mentioned, Pickerel Frog egg masses are grape-like clusters of eggs with animal poles that
are light brown, cinnamon-colored, or even yellow. Pickerel Frogs typically breed in April in Pennsylvania
and can be found throughout the state.

Figure 16: Adult Pickerel Frog, Westchester County, NY. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 17: Pickerel Frog eggs, Venango
County. Cameron Miller.

The Striped Chorus Frogs: New Jersey Chorus Frog (Pseudacris kalmi), Upland Chorus Frog (Pseudacris
feriarum), and Western Chorus Frog (Pseudacris triseriata).
Striped Chorus Frogs are rarely encountered in Pennsylvania and appear to have declined significantly
from the first half of the 20th century. While there is some variation between species and in portions of
the range, Chorus Frog egg masses are generally small masses of around 50 eggs (females of the various
species lay 250-1,000 eggs total) that are affixed to vegetation and sticks. The best way to separate out
chorus frog eggs is by range as the species have complementary (non-overlapping) ranges. New Jersey
Chorus Frogs historically inhabited the Atlantic Coastal Plain and lower Piedmont around Philadelphia.
Upland Chorus Frogs historically ranged from the Upper Piedmont from northern Bucks County, west
to the Valley and Ridge Province in Centre and Bedford Counties, east of the Allegheny Front. Western
Chorus Frogs were found from Warren County, south to Greene County, west of the Allegheny Front.

Figure 18: Adult New Jersey Chorus
Frog, Bucks County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 19: Adult Upland Chorus Frog,
Bedford County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 20: Adult Western Chorus Frog,
Allegheny County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 21: New Jersey Chorus Frog egg mass (left), Bucks County. Brandon M.
Ruhe.; Upland Chorus Frog egg mass (right), Blair County, Tom Pluto.

Spring Peeper (Pseudacris crucifer)
The Spring Peeper is the most common Chorus Frog and one of the most common frogs in Pennsylvania.
The breeding season extends from February to May, the latter part of the range in higher latitudes and
elevations. Spring Peeper eggs are laid singly or in clumps of several eggs and are rarely encountered
in the wild due to the absence of obvious egg masses, the small size of the eggs, and the propensity for
female Spring Peepers to hide their eggs in vegetation and on debris.

Figure 16: Adult Spring Peeper, Bedford County, PA. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Figure 17: Spring Peeper eggs, Greene County. Brandon M. Ruhe.

Identification of Woodland Salamanders in Pennsylvania
Species of salamanders in the family Plethodontidae can be quite similar in appearance. In order
to ensure that your hard work in the field results in a verified voucher, there are important external
characters that must be photographed. Key diagnostic characters such as costal groove counts are
helpful in laboratory settings, but can be difficult to count on live animals and voucher photographs.
Additionally, like scale counts in snakes and lizards, costal groove counts can be variable and vary
regionally, or even between sites that are mere miles apart. Body thickness and tail length (remember,
these salamanders can detach and regrow tails) are also quite variable and are individually not enough
to separate species.
Images taken in the field should include the whole body (from head to tail, including both dorsal and
ventral views) and limbs/feet. There are three main views of Plethodontids to photograph: dorsal,
flank, and ventral.
Dorsal
Dorsal images are taken of the dorsum. The dorsum is the upper part (back or top in salamanders) of
an animal. Dorsal images should relate the body shape, pattern, background color, and eyes.
Flank
Flank images are taken of the side or profile of the salamander. Flank images are important for
Plethodontid salamander identification, as a good flank image can be used to show a keeled or rounded
tail, nasolabial grooves, costal grooves, and additional patterns.
Ventral
Ventral images are taken of the venter. The venter is the lower part (belly or underside) of an animal.
Ventral images are vital for woodland salamander identification to separate out Eastern Red-backed,
Northern Ravine, and Valley and Ridge Salamanders. All of these salamanders look quite similar but
have distinctive venters.
Woodland Salamander Group 1 – Small Woodland Salamanders
Eastern Red-backed Salamander (Plethodon cinereus) – leadback phase
Northern Ravine Salamander (Plethodon electromorphus)
Valley and Ridge Salamander (Plethodon hoffmani)
These three species can be very difficult to separate. A combination of range, dorsal images, and
ventral images are used to identify specimens. Clear ventral images are critical to verify identification.

…...tips for improving field-herping skills
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Eastern Red-backed Salamander (leadback phase)
Range: Statewide
Dorsum: The typical background color is black, brown, or gray with white, gray, yellow, bronze, or gold
dots, speckles, or frosting. Identification of the striped morph (orange, red, brown, yellow, and even
white stripes) is obvious and does not require ventral images.
Venter: The throat is generally light (white or cream) with some dark mottling. Extending posteriorly
from the throat, the ventral surface has coarse black and white blotches that give it the so called
“salt and pepper” appearance. This species has more white on the venter than the other two small
woodland salamander species in Pennsylvania.

Figure 1: Eastern Red-backed Salamander dorsal images. Left: Schuylkill County (Brandon M. Ruhe),
Top Right: Lawrence County (Kyle Fawcett), and Bottom Right: York County (Brandon M. Ruhe).

Figure 2: Eastern Red-backed Salamander ventral images showing the distinctive “salt and pepper”
pattern. From left to right: Schuylkill County (Brandon M. Ruhe), Lawrence County (Kyle Fawcett), and
York County (Brandon M. Ruhe).

Northern Ravine Salamander
Range: Southwestern Pennsylvania
Dorsum: The dorsum is typically black with white, rarely gold, spots or flecks.
Venter: The venter is typically black with fine white spots (including throat).

Figure 3: Northern Ravine Salamander dorsal images. Left: Allegheny County (Paul Freed/HerpMapper),
Top Right: Beaver County (Phillip Hong-Barco), and Bottom Right: Allegheny County (Jason Poston).

Figure 4: Northern Ravine Salamander ventral images showing the black venter with white dots. From
left to right: Allegheny County (Jason Poston), Beaver County (Phillip Hong-Barco), and Allegheny County
(Jason Poston).

Valley and Ridge Salamander
Range: central and central/western Pennsylvania
Dorsum: The dorsum is typically black with white, gold, or even metallic green flecks and frosting.
Venter: The venter is typically black with fine white spots and a light throat with mottling. The venter
is almost an intermediate between the Eastern Red-backed Salamander and the Northern Ravine
Salamander, with a lighter throat and more mottling like the former, but a darker black belly like the
latter.

Figure 3: Valley and Ridge Salamander dorsal images. Left: Centre County (Chris Bortz), Top RIght:
Indiana County (Ed Patterson), and Bottom RIght: Clearfield County (Ed Patterson).

Figure 4: Valley and Ridge Salamander ventral images showing the black venter with mottled light
throat. All images from Indiana County by Ed Patterson.

Woodland Salamander Group 2 – Large Woodland Salamanders
Northern Slimy Salamander (Plethodon glutinosus)
Wehrle’s Salamander (Plethodon wehrlei)
The Northern Slimy Salamander and Wehrle’s Salamander can be difficult to differentiate. There are
two main ways to separate the species by closely viewing the throat and hind feet. Images of both
species should be taken of the dorsum, venter, and importantly, the hind feet.
Northern Slimy Salamander
Range: statewide
Dorsum: The dorsum is typically black with white, gold, or brassy spots and flecks. Some individuals
may have spots concentrated on the flanks or have all black dorsa.
Venter: The venter is typically black or dark gray with a black or dark gray throat. Some white spots
may be present on the belly and throat. Adult males have obvious circular mental glands on the chin
that are light gray or white.
Toes: Hind toes are unwebbed or have very small amounts of webbing at the base of the digits near
the foot. This is a key character distinguishing the species and one hind foot shoot be clearly visible in
voucher images.

Figure 5: Northern Slimy Salamander dorsal images. Left: Erie County (Mark Lethaby), Top Right:
Lehigh County (Brandon M. Ruhe), and Bottom Right: Erie County (Mark Lethaby). Note the absence of
webbing on the hind foot.

Figure 6: Northern Slimy Salamander ventral image, Indiana County (Ed
Patterson). Note the dark throat and light mental gland.

Wehrle’s Salamander
Range: Allegheny Mountains and Allegheny Plateau of northcentral and western Pennsylvania
Dorsum: The dorsum is typically black or gray with white, yellow, orange, or red spots and flecks,
usually concentrated on the flanks. Specimens with orange and red spots are generally rare, but when
present, these spots are most commonly observed in juveniles. Some individuals have immaculate
gray dorsa.
Venter: The venter is typically gray with a mottled or plain throat of light gray, white, or cream. Adult
males have circular mental glands on the chin that are light gray or white.
Toes: The hind toes are partially webbed, with webbing extending roughly half-way up the digits. This
is a key character distinguishing the species and one hind foot should be clearly visible in voucher
images.

Figure 7: Wehrle’s Salamander dorsal images. Left: Indiana County (Chris Bortz), Top Right: Jefferson
County (Ed Patterson), and Bottom Right: Indiana County (Ed Patterson). Note the webbing on the hind
foot.

Figure 8: Wehrle’s Salamander ventral images.
From left to right: Potter County (Chris Bortz)
and Jefferson County (Ed Patterson). Note the
light throat.

Calling all writers!
Calling all writers! Have an interesting
idea for a newsletter article? Contact
us at info@machac.org with the subject
line “newsletter”.
Articles can span just about any topic
related to Pennsylvania herpetology,
from history to natural history, and
from funny field anecdotes to serious
scientific pieces.
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Photo: Bob Ferguson

Western Pennsylvania Focal Species
Brandon M. Ruhe

As we head into our seventh year of PARS data collection, the goals of determining amphibian and
reptile diversity and distributions in Pennsylvania are being wonderfully realized. A number of species
have had their known ranges greatly expanded by PARS (volunteers affectionately referred to by many
as PARSers) and several new native and non-native resident species have been found. However, there
is also a subset of species that have either seemingly disappeared from the state or have greatly
reduced distributions when compared to historical collections, particularly in western Pennsylvania.
Historically, a diverse herpetofauna was found within this region of the state, but, alarmingly, the
majority of potential species declines and extirpations seem to be from this region. Whether some
of these apparent absences are actual declines or artifacts of survey effort (or even a combination
of both) is unknown for some of the species, but we are gearing up for 2020 and 2021 field seasons
that will target some western Pennsylvania rarities. Please note, Focal Species surveyors, like other
PARS surveyors, are not permitted to intentionally target species of conservation concern at known
sites previously documented during PARS. Rather, the goals of Focal Species Teams are to investigate
historical observations of species in blocks that have not been documented during PARS and to
hopefully expand into other similar habitats near these historical blocks. Revisiting sites documented
during PARS can cause unnecessary impacts to both the species and habitats and will not be permitted.
Marbled Salamander (Ambystoma opacum) - Species of Greatest Conservation Need
The Marbled Salamander is a relatively uncommon
species in eastern and central Pennsylvania and
was historically quite rare west of the Allegheny
Front. Collections were made nearly a century ago
in Indiana (Indiana County), Ligonier (Westmoreland
County), and Meadville (Crawford County). McCoy
McCoy (1982) also reported that Daniel Armstrong
Atkinson’s notes describe the species from
Allegheny and Butler Counties in the late 19th and
early 20th centuries, but these locations lacked
verifiable vouchers. Only one western Pennsylvania
observation of the species has been made during
PARS by a landowner in Butler County, a great record and first for the county, confirming Atkinson’s
anecdotal report. Adult Marbled Salamanders can be difficult to find outside of the late summer to
fall breeding season. Unlike other Ambystomatid salamanders in Pennsylvania, breeding and egg
deposition occurs on land under rocks, logs, and voids in the ground in dry portions of seasonal ponds,
swamps, and bottomland wetlands. The breeding sites flood with late summer and autumn rains, at
which point the females leave deposition sites to avoid drowning. Larval Marbled Salamanders can be
found in aquatic habitats from hatching until May or June of the following year. Larvae can often be
found in aquatic habitats with relatively little effort lying on the substrate or floating near the surface,
and this may afford surveyors a fine opportunity to document the species. Photo: Brandon Ruhe
Fowler’s Toad (Anaxyrus fowleri) - Species of Greatest Conservation Need
The Fowler’s Toad is widespread but uncommon in eastern and central Pennsylvania. Historically,
the species was fairly widespread in western Pennsylvania. Specimens were collected from Venango
County south to Greene County, largely associated with the Ohio River and its tributaries. A disjunct
population was also recorded from along Lake Erie. Surveys within and near Pittsburgh (Allegheny,
Armstrong, Beaver, Washington, and Westmoreland Counties), from which a majority of the historical
specimens were collected, have failed to yield any observations of the species. Encouragingly, despite
18

the paucity of Fowler’s Toads observations from
western Pennsylvania, some great records in this
region have been verified through PARS. Multiple
specimens were observed in Venango County by
Brandon Hunsberger at what is the northernmost
location ever recorded on the Allegheny River.
Calling males were recorded from Fayette County by
Jason Poston, a new county for the species. And the
species has been recorded numerous times along
Lake Erie by various individuals including Erie County
coordinator Mark Lethaby, notably with an extension
into a previously unknown area. Typical habitats
include sandy or xeric habitats along aquatic breeding habitats such as rivers, large creeks, and lakes.
These habitats can even be in urban areas and the species can also frequently be found on islands in
rivers. Fowler’s Toads typically become active and breed later than the closely related American Toad
(Anaxyrus americanus) with which it hybridizes. The distinctive breeding call sounds like the bleating of
a sheep and can be heard from May to August. Photo: Brandon Ruhe
Mountain Chorus Frog (Pseudacris brachyphona) – Species of Greatest Conservation Need
The Mountain Chorus Frog was considered
potentially extirpated from Pennsylvania until its
rediscovery in 2008 by Steve Leitkam. Prior to
that, the last Pennsylvania specimen was collected
in 1985. The species was historically distributed
from Clearfield and Jefferson Counties in the north,
southwest to Greene County. PARS surveys have
subsequently found the species in Fayette, Greene,
and Washington Counties. Almost all locations are
associated with disturbed breeding sites such as tire
ruts and drainage ditches with spring or seepage
flow. Unfortunately, Mountain Chorus Frogs have
not been observed outside of these three counties and are feared extirpated in other portions of the
historical range. The species should be sought in groundwater-fed wetlands, tire ruts, and roadside
ditches, from late March to mid-May, when adult males call from these habitats. The call is a distinctive
“reek-reek-reek”. Eggs are affixed to vegetation in small pools. Adults will deposit egg masses directly
on the pool substrate if no vegetation is present. The egg masses quickly become cloudy with silt
accumulation and look like small clumps of algae. Photo: Brandon Ruhe
Western Chorus Frog (Pseudacris triseriata) – Species of Greatest Conservation Need
The absence of Western Chorus Frog observations
during PARS is alarming. Historically, the species
ranged from Warren County all the way south to
Greene County. The last observation in Pennsylvania
was recorded in 2005 at a small complex in
northwestern Allegheny County. Unfortunately, the
species appears to be extirpated from the complex
due to a combination of habitat destruction and
vegetative succession. Not only has the species not
been reported by general PARS efforts, targeted
surveys by professional staff have failed to detect
the species at historical sites supported by museum

collections. The Western Chorus Frog should be sought in wetlands, ditches, and seasonal ponds in
the western one-third of the Commonwealth. The frog is small, roughly the size of a Spring Peeper,
with distinct elongate lines or rows of blotches on the dorsum (back). The call is reminiscent of a
fingernail being run over a comb and is of a distinctively lower pitch than the occasional trill made
by Spring Peepers, and can be heard during the early spring breeding season that typically occurs
in March and April. Please report any observations to us immediately, at info@machac.org. Photo:
Brandon Ruhe.
Eastern Wormsnake (Carphophis amoenus) - Species of Greatest Conservation Need
This small, worm-like snake is currently known from
Pike County in the east, west to the Ridge and Valley
Province of central Pennsylvania. Three disjunct
historical records were found well out of the core
range in Allegheny (Wilkinsburg), Clarion (Foxburg),
and Westmoreland (Bolivar) Counties. The Allegheny
and Clarion specimens were collected in the
19th century. This species is fossorial and rarely
observed on the surface during the day. Specimens
are occasionally encountered while road-cruising
on rainy nights during the warmer months of the
year, but are most regularly found under cover
objects such as rocks and logs in forests within or near canopy openings. While uncommon, Eastern
Wormsnakes can occur in high densities in suitable habitats. The species generally prefers sandy or
loose, loamy soils but can be found in areas that are quite rocky such as talus slopes and exposed
outcrops. Gravid females can often be found near open-canopy habitats such as meadows and utility
rights-of-way due to their need to thermoregulate. The snake is small (<12 inches) with a gray, brown,
or even red dorsum. The venter is pink and the tail is short with a small spike-like scale at the tip.
Photo: Brandon Ruhe
Kirtland’s Snake (Clonophis kirtlandii) - Endangered
The last Pennsylvania Kirtland’s Snake specimen
was observed in 1965. Historical counties of
occurrence included Allegheny, Butler, Forest, and
Westmoreland. This cryptic and semi-fossorial snake
has a tendency to pop-up unexpectedly, so we are
hopeful that a specimen may yet be encountered
after 55 years. The Kirtland’s Snake can be found in
pristine habitats such as large wetlands complexes
and wet meadows, as well as lots and roadsides in
heavily urbanized areas. Key characters to look for
on this small snake (only up to 24 inches) are a red
venter (belly), four rows of black blotches on the back,
and two rows of small black spots on the flanks along the red venter. Please report any observations
to us immediately, at info@machac.org. Photo: Andrew Hoffman
Midland Smooth Softshell (Apalone spinifera) - Extirpated
The first observation of this species in Pennsylvania was in the 19th century from the Allegheny River
at Foxburg, Clarion County. The second (and last) observation from Pennsylvania was from the Ohio
River in Allegheny County (Neville Island) by Atkinson (1901). It is important to note, however, that
the only Pennsylvania specimen is the Foxburg record. Atkinson’s observation, while passed on as
a confirmed record by various workers, is not supported by a voucher specimen. While the Midland

Smooth Softshell is considered extirpated as a result
of the significant habitat modification and pollution
in the Ohio River drainage (McCoy op. cit.), PARSers
should still be aware of this species while in suitable
habitats. The species prefers large creeks and rivers
with soft substrates of sand or mud, particularly
around sandy islands and banks, and should be
sought in the Ohio River drainage. In other parts of
the country, the Midland Smooth Softshell can often
be found with the Eastern Spiny Softshell (Apalone
spinifera), a species that looks quite similar. The most
easily observable character separating the species
is the presence or absence of “spines” or protuberances along the front of the carapace, just behind
the head. These protuberances are present in the Spiny Softshell and absent in the Midland Smooth
Softshell. Please report any observations to us immediately, at info@machac.org. Photo: Tom Diez
Common Map Turtle (Graptemys geographica)

The Common Map Turtle is relatively common
in eastern and central Pennsyvlania, but was
historically known from only two locations in western
Pennsylvania in Allegheny and Erie Counties. A
third location in Allegheny County was suggested
by Surface (1908), but this literature record is not
supported by a specimen. Both McCoy (op. cit.)
and Hulse et al. (2001), considered the Common
Map Turtle likely extirpated from the Ohio River
drainage in Pennsylvania, with a possibility that the
species could be found in the upper Monongahela
River drainage near West Virginia. PARS volunteer
Brandon Hunsberger has subsequently encountered Common Map Turtles in Venango County on
multiple occasions, confirming presence in the Ohio River drainage for the first time since 1898! These
observations suggest that the Common Map Turtle is still present in the Ohio River basin and should be
sought by PARSers in larger streams and rivers (and occasionally lakes) throughout the Ohio River and
Lake Erie drainages. This large (females grow to 11 inches in length and can weight 5 pounds) species
regularly basks on rocks, logs, and floating aquatic vegetation, and large numbers can congregate in
such basking spots in the spring, early mornings in the summer, and in the fall. Map turtles can be
distinguished from other large basking turtles in Pennsylvania by having a keeled carapace and a lightcolored beak that gives it the appearance of having “lips”. Photo: Brandon Ruhe
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Meet the Volunteers
Phillip Hong-Barco

Hello PARS! In reviewing prior newsletter
biographies of PARS members to get an idea
of what to write, I’ve learned my lifelong love
affair with herps shares a common origin with
nearly everyone else: childhood recollections
of finding salamanders in the abundant
creeks of the Commonwealth. I recall my first
herping experience as a class field trip from
an urban Pittsburgh school to a local nature
center, where I spent the entire day flipping
rocks, scooping whatever was underneath,
and proudly displaying my catches to repulsed
classmates. Looking back, it seems like every
flip that trip was productive - I only wish I
could remember the site location to conduct
a homecoming survey.
Coupled with an insatiable curiosity and affinity
for getting muddy, my parents occasionally
entrusted my care to a babysitter who doubled
as venomous reptile herpetoculturist and
eventual zoo director. Following his example,
our home was soon filled with glass enclosures housing every living thing I could convince my mother
wasn’t mortally perilous. Though my interests incessantly shifted between herpetology, ichthyology,
and invertebrates, my parents never considered reading material as trifles to be rationed or denied,
and so I assembled an extensive library of care manuals, field guides, and wildlife atlases. While I
remained a city boy throughout high school, my “field training” as a budding naturalist consisted
of month-long sojourns at a rustic sleepaway camp in the mosquito ridden swamps of northern
Delmarva.
Moving onto higher education, I attended Washington University in St. Louis where the incoming
pre-medical program provisionally led to a bit of a distaste for the biological sciences. Graduating
with a degree in Economics, I next attended graduate classes at the University of Arizona in Tucson,
although enrolling may have been a veiled attempt to get out and explore the American Southwest.
There, my passion for herps was rekindled, partly due to a childhood stint in Crotalid obsession. In
2003, I returned to Pennsylvania to obtain a law degree from University of Pittsburgh and spent the
decade following graduation as Assistant District Attorney, ultimately prosecuting child physical and
sexual abuse cases. I left government to begin private legal practice in 2017, around the time our first
daughter was born. Building a family has been a cherished, but demanding, undertaking. My brilliant
wife, Melissa, understands that getting into the outdoors alone has always been a necessary reprieve
for me. Those experiences have usually been something I’ve kept intimate and private, until recently.
It wasn’t until a January 2019 expedition in the Peruvian Amazon with some legendary herping
personalities that I met Bob Ferguson, the Carbon County Coordinator (5,000+ records!), who
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discussed the PARS project with me over beans and bushmasters. It’s strange traveling 3,000 miles
to meet someone who has shot world-class photos of wildlife in your backyard, and Bob has been a
great resource and friend. Upon returning, I joined PARS around the time of the last vernal migration
and have been submitting records ever since. I seem to have come full circle back to my beloved
local salamanders, as primary highlights of this first season have been my Necturus macuslosus and
Plethodon electromorphus records.
Outside of the tremendous people I’ve met in the last year, two aspects of surveying for PARS have
really stuck out to me. First, it’s not just about the herp anymore, but the sampling collection data
as well. Recording terrain, weather conditions, and other biotope variables has really contributed
to a heightened appreciation of the region’s ecological intricacies and biodiversity. Second is that
species-targeted surveying has led me to many remote, off-trail sites where I may have never
otherwise trekked. Matching a topographic area discovered in satellite imagery to a field guide
habitat description, researching the species using the PARS resources, and heading out to survey
an corresponding area provides boundless adventure opportunities for citizen-scientists of PARS, all
while constituting a tangible and valuable contribution to the scientific endeavors of this important
atlas project. I’m honored to be part of PARS and its conservation efforts. I very much look forward
to continued participation and hope to instill the wonders of Pennsylvania herping in my beautiful
daughters, Lucy and Audrey, when they get a little older. After all, someone has got to find the Eastern
Tiger Salamander and Kirtland’s Snake, either respectively or vice versa.

Contact & Resource Information
Regional Coordinators:

Northwestern Pennsylvania: Mark Lethaby - nw@paherpsurvey.org
North-central Pennsylvania: Duane Stafford - nc@paherpsurvey.org
Northeastern Pennsylvania: Larry Laubach - ne@paherpsurvey.org
Southwestern Pennsylvania: Ed Patterson - sw@paherpsurvey.org
South-central Pennsylvania: Tom Pluto - sc@paherpsurvey.org
Southeastern Pennsylvania: Kyle Loucks - se@paherpsurvey.org

General Coordinators:

Western Pennsylvania: Jason Poston - jposton@machac.org
Central Pennsylvania: Brandon Ruhe - bruhe@machac.org

County Coordinators:

Adams County: Sue Muller - adams@paherpsurvey.org
Allegheny County: Crystal Shafer - allegheny@paherpsurvey.org
Bedford County: Travis Russell - bedford@paherpsurvey.org
Berks County: Christina Obrecht - berks@paherpsurvey.org
Blair County: Travis Russell - blair@paherpsurvey.org
Bucks County: Darnell Brister - bucks@paherpsurvey.org
Carbon County: Bob Ferguson - carbon@paherpsurvey.org
Centre County: Jason Beale & Jerod Skebo- centre@paherpsurvey.org
Chester County: Patrick Gardner - chester@paherpsurvey.org
Clarion County: Kurt Regester - clarion@paherpsurvey.org
Clinton County: Stephen Bugaj - clinton@paherpsurvey.org
Columbia County: JD Hartzell - columbia@paherpsurvey.org
Crawford County: Ken Anderson - crawford@paherpsurvey.org
Dauphin County: David McNaughton - dauphin@paherpsuvey.org
Delaware County: Mike McGraw - delaware@paherpsurvey.org
Elk County: Stacy Foster - elk@paherpsurvey.org
Fayette County: Jill Jassman-Sharlock - fayette@paherpsurvey.org
Franklin County: Tyler Hake - franklin@paherpsurvey.org
Huntingdon County: Travis Russell - huntingdon@paherpsurvey.org
Juniata County: Stacia-Fe Gillen - juniata@paherpsurvey.org
Lackawanna County: Cheryl Nolan - lackawanna@paherpsurvey.org
Lancaster County: Scott Martin - lancaster@paherpsurvey.org
Lebanon County: Jacob Cramer - lebanon@paherpsurvey.org
Lehigh County: Sebastian Harris - lehigh@paherpsurvey.org
Luzerne County: Kelly Murman - luzerne@paherpsurvey.org
Lycoming County: Don Bratz - lycoming@paherpsurvey.org
Mifflin County: Joe Conklin - mifflin@paherpsurvey.org
McKean County: Tianna Johnson - mckean@paherpsurvey.org
Monroe County: Jon Adamski - monroe@paherpsurvey.org
Montour County: Sean Hartzell - montour@paherpsurvey.org
Northumberland County: Kyle Fawcett - Northumberland@paherpsurvey.org
Philadelphia County: Billy Brown - philadelphia@paherpsurvey.org
Pike County: Scott Rando - pike@paherpsurvey.org
Schuylkill County: Chris Bortz: - schuylkill@paherpsurvey.org
Snyder County: Kyle Fawcett - snyder@paherpsurvey.org
Susquehanna County: Kristi Sullivan - susquehanna@paherpsurvey.org
Tioga County: Jordan Allen - tioga@paherpsurvey.org
Union County: Mizuki Takahashi - union@paherpsurvey.org
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Venango County: Brandon Hunsberger - venango@paherpsurvey.org
Wayne County: Andy Weber - wayne@paherpsurvey.org
Westmoreland County: Aaron Semasko - westmoreland@paherpsurvey.org
York County: Kelsey Frey york@paherpsurvey.org

Contact & Resource Information
The PARS Team:

Brandon Ruhe, President, The Mid-Atlantic Center for Herpetology and Conservation
Jason Poston, Webmaster and IT Expert, The Mid-Atlantic Center for Herpetology and Conservation
Chris Urban, Chief of the Natural Diversity Section, Division of Environmental Services, Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
Kathy Gipe, Herpetologist and Nongame Biologist, Natural Diversity Section, Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission
MACHAC Contact: info@machac.org

Recommended Web Sites:

Pennsylvania Amphibian and Reptile Survey (PARS): www.paherpsurvey.org
The Mid-Atlantic Center for Herpetology and Conservation (MACHAC): www.machac.org
Pennsylvania Fish & Boat Commission (PFBC): www.fish.state.pa.us.
Society for the Study of Amphibians and Reptiles: www.ssarherps.org
Northeastern Partners in Amphibian and Reptile Conservation: www.northeasparc.org
Maryland Amphibian and Reptile Atlas: www.marylandnaturalist.org
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